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Abstract:- With the rapid advancement in technological innovation, block Chain has become one of the hottest
transformative techniques in the internet domain in recent times. As considered to be a decentralized, distributed
and highly encrypted technology in data transfer, the blockchain has restored the trust for secured business
transactions by the sophisticated cryptographic algorithm. Here the protocol validates that all nodes are merely
synchronized with one another, thus providing security, anonymity, and data integrity without the requirement of
any other third party intrusion. Block chain technology which is also known as DLT (Distributed Ledger
Technology) that is a great platform for non-physical money transaction such as bitcoin and other online crypto
currencies. It is seen as emerging foundational security-based technology having enormous potential across
different sectors. Blockchain as a decentralized mode useful for a peer-to-peer network without the essential of
any central or controlling authority server. This will, in general, reduce transaction costs, improved security, and
execute the financial transaction in real-time. Block chain is significant and not the same as of now existing
techniques. Since it empowers disseminated, independent decreases grating in business exchanges with safety
and shares decentralized records, this paper gives a discussion on the comparative analysis of block chain
technology with other existing technologies.
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------transactions between two end-users without the requirement
for another intermediate transaction agency [1]. In the
In recent days we are supposed to hear a new
financial sector, it has achieved huge prominence in the
technology that is used in cryptocurrency to maintain
world economy. Bitcoin is an open-source first mere
security in transactions. The cryptocurrency, which is the
application of blockchain technology. It is just a
digital currency system that enables international monetary

1. Introduction
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decentralized digital currency, appeared on 3rd January 2009.
To say about block chains, they are databases that stores data
in terms of Blocks. In total contrast, with customary (SQL or
NoSQL) databases of the client-server network that are
controlled by single-point access, and it requires central
administrator [2]. Blockchains are more reliable and secure
than relational databases in some ways, and less secure in
others.
Block chain is a decentralized and incorruptible
distributed ledger technology, where blocks contain a bundle
of transaction data that are affixed together by cryptographic
hash. Blockchain network often consists of thousands of
nodes. Each node is acting as another admin that is used to
support the network [3]. Here each node validates and
verifies the new increases to the block chain record and is
proficient in entering new blocks of data into the distributed
database technology. All entire participating nodes
authenticate transactions that are represented online as a
"Block" that originates from a node, and a set of information
exchanges are added entirely into a block by a general
"mining" hub. Any mining hub with extreme computational
power solves a cryptographic mathematical puzzle. It can
generate as well as broadcast a new block to every mining
node in the network.

Here Target value is the considerable trouble level
set by the network that requires the corresponding hash to be
not exactly or equivalent to this value. Participating node
retrieves, verifies, validates, and saves it as a new block, and
hence there will be no master copy. Each block contains the
value of timestamp, header details and the hash of the
preceding block in the recent block, forming a sequence of
blocks connected to each other in the form of the linked list,
which is termed to be the blockchain [4]. If the preceding
hashed block content is changed, the hash of preceding block
also changes, therefore the hash pointer of the present block
changes and this continues forever. This helps to detect
easily if any changes occurred.

Figure 2: Block Hash Calculations

2. Block Chain Features
The features of block chain technology emphasize the
security aspects in the data transmission process.

2.1 Decentralisation

Figure 1: Block Hash Tree Structure
Block Hash = SHA2562(Hash of Prev Block|| Nonce||Tx
Data Hash||Time||ver||Target value)
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Block chains are decentralized technology in
nature meaning that no central authority or group that makes
the system more secure. Everybody in the peer-to-peerr
network has the distributed ledger copy data with them, so
no one can carry out modification by their own and can track
the data if they want to. These basic features of block chain
allow trustworthy towards transparency and increased
security.

2.2 Peer-to-Peer Network
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Block chain specifically uses peer-to-peer (P-2-P)
infrastructure network overlay on the Internet. Each node
communicates with a set of neighbour nodes, each of which
communicates with their neighbour nodes and so on. Any
node can join and leave the network freely [5]. The
transactions and blocks are communicated on the bitcoin P2-P network and each receiving node forwards it to other
neighbour nodes. Nodes that save a copy of entire block
chain are called Full Nodes. SPV (simple payment
verification) nodes checks the payments using only block
headers. Mining nodes which generates blocks.

all the accompanying mathematical hashes. It is
exponentially more difficult for someone to modify all the
hashing algorithm as it involves a great deal of
computational capacity to do as such [6]. Consequently, the
information put away in a block chain is more secure and so
not susceptible to hack attacks happen due to immutability.

2.3 Tamper-Proof
With the peculiar property of immutability which is
inbuilt in block chains, it ends up simpler to identify changes
of any information. Blockchains is considered to be tamperproof media transaction so that any alter in even one solitary
block can be recognized and solve the problems smoothly.
Hence there are two key ways of detecting, namely, blocks
and hashes. Each cryptographic hash function related to a
block is unique. You can think of it as like an advanced
unique finger impression of a block. Any modification in the
data will lead to modify in the cryptographic hash function.
Since the hash function of one block is connected together to
next hashed block, for hackers to make any changes, he/she
will have to change hashes of the considerable number of
blocks after that block, which is very muddled to do.

3. Traditional Databases

Figure 3: Peer-to-Peer Network

2.3. Immutable
The immutability property refers to the truth that
any data/information, once written on the block chain's
distributed ledger, cannot be changed. Sending an email is
the best example of an immutability feature. Once anyone
sends an email to a group of people that cannot revert it
back. One possible way is, that the corresponding person
have to ask each individual recipients to delete the email
which is pretty tedious and time-consuming. This is the
manner by which unchanging nature works. Once the blocks
of data has been handled, it cannot be adjusted or modified
later. In the event of block chain technology, if someone
tries to modify the information of one block, then they'll
have to modify the whole block chain following it as each
block by defaults stores the hash value of its earlier block.
Therefore change in one hash block will prompt to alter in
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Traditional data management software has been
mostly used globally by businesses across the world,
practically in all industrial sectors for nearly around 40
years. These monolithic systems that operates with only one
central server (main authority) that allows its users or its
administrators to alter the existing data within the database
tables. This increases failure and numerous performancerelated issues. This central server is made up of
administrators, who are the full privileges over giving access
and granting permission authority figures within the system.
A solitary administrator can give access or authorizations to
another client, without the need of endorsement or accord
from different administrators. With sufficient permissions,
there are more chances to modify the information freely that
are warehoused on the centralized server [7].
Traditional servers keep track of information up-todate at a point in time. When information is updated or
altered by someone, subsequent users will only see the
newly updated latest version of the database records. There
is no recorded archive of previous history of transactions or
changes made, that leaves no trace of what has been
modified or who has changed which particular table in a
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database. Traditional databases use client-server network
architecture [8]. Here, a client (also known as a user) can
alter information, which is stored on a unified server.
Control of the database stays with an assigned authority,
which verifies a client’s login credentials before giving
access to the database. Since this authorization specialist is
in charge of organization of the database, if the security of
the expert is undermined, the information can be modified,
or even erased by programmers.

block chain structure that groups' operations altogether in
hashed blocks with chain formation. With the concept of
DAG, transactions verify each other, the need for miners to
secure the network is gradually eliminated, and so, fees are
significantly dropped, with some DAG successfully testing
feel less environments[11]. This is where DAG has the
tremendous potential to knock the wind out of block chain’s
sails. Quick, adaptable, on-chain transaction exchanges are a
blend of factors that block chain innovation still struggles to
complete. However, DAG has demonstrated technologically
that these things are possible in a manner that the block
chain can’t contend with. Most of the DAG projects have
tested and it has the capability to process thousands of
transactions per second successfully [12].
Another most important factor is the DAG that
eliminates the requirement for miners to secure the network,
as every transaction checks subsequent transactions. By
doing this, the mining procedure, which is incredibly energy
intensive, is totally eliminated, making DAG a more
financially cordial light weight distributed record for
transactions.

4.3 Directed Acyclic Graph vs Block chain

Figure 4: Traditional Databases / Client – Server
Architecture

A DAG model works uniquely in contrast to a
block chain [13]. A typical block chain expects miners to
look after blocks, however, a DAG wouldn't require either
verification of-work or blocks [14].

4. Other Existing Technologies
4.1. Directed Acyclic Graph (Dag)
DAG is an alternate technique that will defeat block
chain issues. It has been touted as the next significant
iteration of block chain technology. It has shown its potential
to turn into the distributed ledger architecture of choice in
the digital currency industry. Introductory version of Bitcoin
was Block chain 1.0. Next the decentralized application
Ethereum (Open Source) is Block chain 2.0 and Block chain
3.0 would be DAG [9].

4.2 Directed Acyclic Graph Structure
To reiterate, a DAG structure looks progressively
like a web of individual transactions associated together with
"edges" or, associated transactions moving forward in the
same direction [10]. This differs totally from the design of
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Figure 5. Block chain vs DAG

4.4 Quick Transactions
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Because of its block less nature, the transactions run
straight forwardly into the DAG networks. The entire
process is lot quicker than those of block chains based on
PoW and PoS.

4.5 No Mining Involved
There are no miners on DAG networks. The
approval of transactions goes straight forwardly to the
transactions themselves [15]. For clients, this means
transactions go through almost in a fraction of seconds.

4.6 Friendly to Small Payments
With the headway of DAG, we're taking a gander
at a future where advanced and least transaction expense
chains are conceivable. That implies clients can send micropayments without overwhelming charges like Bitcoin [16].

5. Block chain vs Hash graph vs
DAG vs Holo chain
The descriptive and functional variations among
different technologies are illustrated. To add sense to the
technology the mutual comparative differences among
various cryptographic technologies which are in web
applications to ensure safety and security of data
transmission were tabulated below [7] [9] [19] in table 1
Table 1: Comparison among Block chain, Hash graph, DAG,
Holo chain
Categories

Block
chain

Hash
graph

DAG

Holo
chain

Mining

Participa
nts have
the
ability to
mint
new
tokens
via
different
consensu
s
mechani
sm

Nodes
create
consensu
s through
Virtual
Voting

The
previous
transacti
on
validates
the
succeedi
ng
to
achieve
consensu
s

Nodes
run on
individu
al chains
hence
miners
not
needed
to
validate
transacti
on

Efficiency
(Transacti
ons
per
second)

Highly
limited
in terms
of
scalabilit
y
and
TPS (34)
Data
structure
d
in
blocks
validated
by
miners
in
the
ecosyste
m

high
scalabilit
y
and
high TPS
(>250,00
0)

scalabilit
y
and
TPS are
high
(500800)

limitless
scalabilit
y
and
TPS

Virtual
voting
and
Gossip
validated
by
the
majority

Data
structure
follow
DAG
transacti
on
is
independ
ent

Data
distribut
ed
among
nodes
no
problem
of N/W
congesti
on

4.6 Hash Graph
Hash graph is a technique where multiple
transactions are stored on the ledger with in the same
timestamp [17]. Here all of the transactions are merely
stored in parallel structure. Every record present on the
ledger is referred as "Event"

4.7 Working
Hash graph uses a Gossip protocol to relay the
information about a transaction. Once a specific transaction
occurs, the neighbouring nodes they started sharing that
information with the rest of other nodes, and after few time
period, all the nodes came to know about the happened
transaction [18]. With the help of "Virtual Voting" protocol,
all the nodes validates themselves with corresponds to the
transaction and then added itself to the ledger.

4.8. Holo Chain
Holo chain is a different kind of DLT that moves on from
the data-centric structure to agent-centric structure.

4.9 Working
In this structure, every node present on the network has
their own ledger that they maintain [19]. There isn't any
global validation process, but the Holo chain network
maintains a set of rules called the "DNA" to verify each
individual's ledger.
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Validation
of
transactio
ns

Time
of
launch

Applicatio
ns

Copyright

Miners
have the
power to
postpone
a
transacti
on
or
cancel it
entirely

Validatio
n
of
operatio
ns
is
done as
per
consensu
s

Public
usage in
2008

public
usage in
August
24 2018
Swirlds
NOIA

Validatio
n
of
transacti
on-based
two
previous
transacti
ons

Nodes
by
its
own
maintain
ledgers
hence no
need of
miners

alpha version of the technology were eradicated by advance
and alternate method launched associate to the applications.
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